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hey’ve told us time and time
again: You’re already enlightened.
Now you’re just going through
the experience of getting there.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

Tobias said it back in the Ascension
Series in 2001. I remember wondering and
worrying when he told me the new series
following the Creator Series would be
called The Ascension Series. Are we really
going to ascend? Tobias clarified for me:
You have already ascended, now you’re
just going through the process of getting
there. That didn’t land in me at the time.
I still wanted to know when and how we
would ascend.

Kuthumi said it back in 2007. He was a guest at one of Tobias’ monthly
Shouds when we were still at the Coal Creek Canyon community center.
During the Q & A session someone asked him how much longer would it be
before they became enlightened. His reply: “You are already enlightened!
So now you can relax, have fun and enjoy the human experience of getting
there!” He added that this knowingness would wash away tons of anxiety
because we often wonder if we’re doing it right, and what will get in our way.
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Adamus admonishes us to relax into your Realization. It’s already happened, he notes, and now you can choose how you got there. He says it’s a
natural process so there’s no need to work on it. As a matter of fact, working on our Realization will only increase the level of makyo. And if that’s not
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enough, he points out that Realization is not the human’s responsibility, nor
could they possibly do it if they tried. It’s all about allowing the Master into
our human lives.
In spite of all this wisdom from the Ascended Masters, I think most of us
are still certain we’ll figure out a way to screw it up. Some days I’m sure I’m a
Master of Screw-Ups. Adamus says that we can’t do the wrong thing even if
we tried, and invites us to try it just to see. Sounds nice, but like many of you
I’m not sure I want to take a chance of things going really bad. Maybe others
won’t mess it up but I’m inclined to think I would.
There’s a deeper implication to all of this, something Adamus is just starting
to touch on in Keahak and Cloud Classes. We’ve been trapped in the gravity
of Time for as long as we can remember. As we allow the Master in, one of the
first things we’ll notice is that we integrate a degree of Timelessness into our
everyday lives. We still operate within linear time and we go outside of time.
We become bi-timal. (I made up that word.)
Recently I’ve become aware of one of the side-effects of this phenomena,
and I’ve been noticing it with other Shaumbra as well. It relates to our cre-
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ations, to our human lives and to our uncertainty about the future. It goes
something like this:
The outcome of our creations is already done, but sometimes we go
through mass consciousness to get there.
In other words, everything you need and desire in your daily life is there, but
mass consciousness causes bumps and delays before you realize it.
Linda and I had a great experience with this recently. We had been in
Tuscany for 12 days doing the Master’s Guide workshop. The weather was
perfect the whole time, the workshop was one of the best ever, the channels
and music were sublime, and nothing beats wine harvest time in Tuscany. We
lived in this bubble for 12 days and finally had to take a day to travel to Bled,
Slovenia. Back in mass consciousness, we nearly had two car accidents on the
drive to Florence. I sat on a wad of used gum on the flight from Florence to
Munich, getting gum all over the back of my pants and on the leather airline
seat. Once in Munich we were told we were on stand-by for the next flight
even though we had booked the reservations 8 months prior. We made it
onto the flight, but once in Ljubljana it was dark, cold and rainy. We got to the
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hotel at 22:30h and discovered that we didn’t have a room that night. After
checking into another hotel, we finally got to bed at midnight without dinner.
In the middle of the night I smashed my toe on the metal threshold between
the bathroom and sleeping room, basically ripping off my toenail. Blood was
everywhere here in Bled!
The next day we moved back to our original hotel. The room was nice, with
a great view of the lake. But while getting dressed for dinner Linda noticed a
water leak in the ceiling above the toilet. It had destroyed a large area of the
ceiling and water was dripping at a steady rate. She went down to the front
desk about the problem and was told we could change rooms the next day.
The thought of re-packing, hauling and unpacking 5 suitcases didn’t appeal
to me whatsoever. In fact, it put me into a grumpy mood. Being the smart
traveler Linda is, she got a key to the new room and checked it out before
we started to move everything the next day. After inspecting the new room,
she told me to pack the bags and stop whining. She assured me I’d like the
new room. Walking in the door I realized it wasn’t just a special room, it was

the Presidential Suite. A huge sleeping area. A dining room. A living room. A
dressing room. Two bathrooms. And two huge balconies with incredible lake
views. Ah! I took a deep breath and allowed my creation.

6
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Here’s the point, and what I see happening for all of us in the days ahead:
The Presidential Suite was already there, waiting for us. It’s just that it took
some discomforts and bumps while slogging through mass consciousness to get there. Mass consciousness is a heavy gravity mixed with thick tar. It’s used to its old ways and doesn’t
necessarily like when energies leap-frog out of its
grasp. Mass consciousness is anchored in TimeSpace
and demands compliance with its old, suffering, “just
enough” ways. But as creators, Linda and I had already
created the perfect hotel room. We knew we’d be
super-busy the next 5 days with the 500-person
Magic of the Masters event, and we needed a spacious place to get our rest and quiet. It’s not like we
said, “We need the Presidential Suite” but more like an
inner choosing for a good room in order to keep our energies
balanced. We didn’t try to create the Presidential Suite with
mantras or affirmations, but rather we created a space that served
us as Masters and then ended up with, well, the best room in the hotel!
What you deserve as a Master is already there – abundance, health, people,
resources, time, energy, everything – and why not? After all, energy is abundant and ready to serve you. Sometimes it takes an uncomfortable series of
bumps through mass consciousness to get what you need, but you can take
a deep breath and know it all works out. Yes, sometimes it’s a real pain in
the butt, like our experience of going from Tuscany to Lake Bled, but in the
end Linda and I found ourselves in a beautiful suite, paying just the rate for
a regular room.
We’re still dealing with old energy patterns and still living in mass consciousness, so we’re still subject to a degree of bumps and bruises. We’ll
go beyond that as we allow, and as we realize we can co-exist in a variety of
realities simultaneously. We can be in mass consciousness and out of it. We
can be in TimeSpace and out of it.
Adamus, Kuthumi, Blavatsky and the other members of the Ascended
Masters Club are watching in fascination and awe as we, the Consciousness
Pioneers, allow a whole new way of living. They realize we face many challenges in our day-to-day mass consciousness lives. They know that we are still
suspicious about what’s around the next corner, and what the future holds. We
still fear that our human Self might mess it all up in spite of the presence of
the Master. But then, they open a bottle of fine vintage champagne and toast
our new lives because they already see it. They can’t wait until we see it too.
Our future is not random or arbitrary. It holds all that we desire and deserve
as embodied Masters living in the human reality. And beyond.
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MAGIC OF THE
MASTERS
Beyond Mass Consciousness

NEW!

When 500 Shaumbra Masters gather in one place,
something big is bound to happen. During this event
in Bled, Slovenia, Shaumbra learned about communing
and began releasing themselves from mass consciousness. First, St. Germain led a DreamWalk to retrieve an
old aspect, still in the Temples of Tien dreaming the
Atlantean Dream. Then, in a sweet and poignant first
message to Shaumbra, Sam (the new incarnation of
Tobias’ oversoul) shared some of his experiences living
as a Master on Earth. Kuthumi follows with a loving and
humorous story of communing with his soul, allowing his
Realization, and bringing back the magic. Adamus then
explains what mass consciousness is, where it came from
and why it’s here, and guides Shaumbra in rising above its
tightly woven gravity. With this freedom, you no longer
have to be affected by everyone else’s thoughts, emotions, memories and beliefs.

8
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With the presence and support of Adamus, St. Germain,
Sam and Kuthumi, Shaumbra have come so far in allowing their Realization that there is now no going back,
even if you tried. Your light is brighter, you can commune
and sing with the energies that are here to serve, and
hold your own thoughts and dreams, no longer storing
them in the cloud of mass consciousness. According to
Adamus, this event is a true milestone for Shaumbra, at
the level of the Quantum Leap and Tobias’ Farewell.

SESSIONS
1. Dreamer, Come Home (46:05)
Adamus gives a short history of Shaumbra’s journey.
Tobias called us together and helped us know we’re not

crazy. Then Adamus took over and began cleaning house
and getting rid of the makyo. The next big step is no
longer working for energy but allowing it to serve you. He
then shifts to St. Germain and guides a DreamWalk back
to the Temples of Tien in Atlantis. In this experience of
And, the dreamer is still dreaming the Atlantean Dream
and is one of the last aspects waiting to come home.
We give the invitation, “Dear dreamer, you are no longer
alone. The dream is fulfilled. Take my hand and come with
me now, be in my life. Help me dream a new dream.”
2. A Master’s Life (1:02:05)
Sam introduces himself for the first time to Shaumbra
and explains that “SAM” means “Sovereign Ascended
Master.” From the same Oversoul as Tobias, Sam is here
to experience and enjoy things that Tobias never did. He
has discovered Tobias’ teachings on the Crimson Circle
website, reconnected with Tobias himself, and has never
doubted that he is both human and divine. Sharing a
few details of his life, Sam talked about his girlfriend, his
car, his dog, his challenges with technology, and the precious experience of communing with everything around
him. He invites the audience, with the accompaniment of
Yoham, to hear and commune with the energies, and how
they sing back to you.

has on humans. It is comparable to the computer “cloud”
where everything is stored – every action, thought, dream,
belief – everything. Mass consciousness has kept you oriented in a type of limited balance, but you don’t need it
anymore. It used to have some creativity but is now very
mental and glued together with emotions. Now is the time
to disentangle and allow yourself to rise above the cloud.
As you do, bringing home every single thing you ever contributed, it begins to loosen the tightly woven gravity and
has a profound effect on mass consciousness.

Format: Streaming audio and online text
e-reader
NOTE: This Cloud Class does not have video
Cost: $44
Access: You will have 90 days from the date
of purchase to access the files.
Ratings: Attendee ratings of the various channels at the Magic of the Masters gathering:
St. Germain – 4.9 out of 5
Sam – 4.9 out of 5
Kuthumi – 4.9 out of 5
Adamus – 5 out of 5

3. Communing with Soul (1:04:40)
Kuthumi comments how Shaumbra are so much lighter
and brighter than in years past, then relates the story of
how he convinced St. Germain to work with Shaumbra
when Tobias left. He laments about the confusing nature
of words, causing much laughter in his “mis-hearing” of
various things, and how the mind distorts what the soul
is communicating to us. Then he tells more about his
experience of lying in bed, resisting and mis-hearing the
messages from his own soul, Ah-Kir-Rah. Finally, he concocts a song, with assistance from Yoham, and invites the
audience to sing along.

Featuring: Adamus, St. Germain, Sam,
Kuthumi and Yoham
Channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe, assisted by
Linda Benyo Hoppe
Recorded in Bled, Slovenia, October 2018
Refunds: No refunds on digital purchases
Translations: When text translations become
available, they will be listed on the store page.
Because these are done on a gratis basis, we
do not know when they will be available.

4. Beyond Mass Consciousness (51:50)
After inviting us to feel into the gathering and all that
has happened, Adamus states that now comes the time
to do what we came to do – release mass consciousness.
He explains why and how it came to be, and the effect it

MORE INFO
HEAR EXCERPTS
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FEATURED EVENTS
SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
ONLINE • November 30–December 2, 2018
We always recommend that you take this life-changing class with certified
teachers. However, if that is difficult for you, this is an opportunity to attend the
Sexual Energies School online, hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda. Multiple sessions with Tobias and Adamus, as well as guided personal
experiences.
MORE INFO

THE THRESHOLD
Kona, Hawaii • February 18–22, 2019
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus,
our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many
lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the
MORE INFO
realization of enlightenment.

NEW! – THE AHMYO RETREAT
Kona, Hawaii, USA • April 13–17, 2019
“Ahmyo” means “the good life, the Master’s life of ease and grace” when the
I Am begins integrating with the human. Mental choices are replaced with
Master choices and the wisdom of the soul becomes available to the human.
Simply put, it’s a “change of management” from a human
with limited perspectives to a Master with freedom.
MORE INFO

NEW! – THE MASTER’S GUIDE
Kona, Hawaii, USA • April 21–25, 2018
Instead of talking about how to become an enlightened Being, we’ll be talking about how the Master copes with, co-exists with and handles everyday
human life... as a Master. It’s a time to get together with
Shaumbra, talk about the transition into mastery, and how
MORE INFO
to handle – and even enjoy – life on Planet Earth.
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LOVE
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alling in love is not ego. Rather, denying yourself falling in love is death.

Throughout my entire life I have always
fallen in love, because it is all in me. All the riches
and abundance are me. The Diva
that falls in love with Everything
Luxurious is in a natural and abundant frequency. She was me before
I was born, and is a constant
reminder of who I truly am. I have
always remembered my natural
and divine Luxurious Kingdom on
the “other side,” and I brought
this frequency with me into this
life. Being a true Diva is natural,
and falling in love with beauty that
heals, empowers and expands me
By Ingerid Esme
is my natural and divine passion
Ferrer Ezhno
for life’s highest vibration. After all,
the higher the heels are, the closer
to God I Am.
I fell in love with a navy soldier when I was just a
little girl of 2 years old. It was my first boat trip, traveling three nights and three days to visit my grandmother. The soldier carried me around the whole time
and gave me everything I wanted.
I fell in love with my Grandmother and her fine
taste. I can still smell her expensive cotton and linen
ironed bed sheets, the sound of her playing on the
piano, and the luxurious dinners with her expansive
china, crystal glasses and silver cutlery.
As a teenager, I fell in love easily and therefore
ended up with many boyfriends, sometimes several at the same time, who didn’t know about each
other, until they did. They would send me notes
asking me to be their sweetheart. I couldn’t say no,
for that would crush their hearts, so I said yes. I fell
in love with their insecure but passionate love for
me, but none lasted very long. It isn’t easy to be
a Diva at 15 years old, with boys swarming around
like bees to a honey jar. It was fun, exiting and
sometimes very painful.
I fell deeply in love with the luxurious and holy perfume of my newborn babies. Their fragrance of purity,
the love presence from Home, was their light. Their
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vibrations were sacred, and their magnificent splendor
blocked all connection to the outside world for a while.
The symbiosis between us was the presence of God.
I fell in love with the magic in every Christmas night –
the fragrance from winter winds, the snow that silenced
every sound outside the windows, the colorful lights on
the huge Christmas tree in the playground.
As a girl, I fell in love with the smell of my mother’s
perfume that woke up the woman inside me as I tried to
walk in her high heeled shoes. I fell deeply and madly in
love with my mother’s cooking, the smell from the kitchen
those Sunday mornings when she put the steak in the
oven in preparation for Sunday dinner.

I fell in love when I listened to classical music and my
favorite jazz. I am still in love. The rich sound from the
saxophone wakes up the erotic, luxurious, abundance
inside that holds nothing back when it come to my feelings of divine feminine, abundant sensitivity and deep
sensual luxurious expansiveness with God.

14
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Magic of the Masters
Highlights from the Bled events

I fell deeply and madly in love with my body and my life;
with the fact that I could go to bed every night, wearing only
Chanel N° 5, and slip into my ironed cotton linen sheets, my
bedroom window open so the earth and trees and winds could
play their symphony of different fragrances that made me fall
into a deep sleep.
I have fallen deeply and madly in love with my beloved
children, with their uniqueness, their hearts and souls, so
strong, vulnerable and independent. They are my beloved
heart and soul.

Fear Not
Sacred Moments with
Adamus & Amir

Falling in love is not ego; it is what ego tries to control. It is
the ego that holds back, that refuses to fall in love, because
when we fall in love, the ego vanishes. Ego finds a way out of
love and into death, but it is the heart’s passion for true love
that allows me to fall deeply, madly in love with Life, for it is
all in me.
Falling in love with it all. It is where the magic is still intact,
where there are no questions about right or wrong, where there
is total allowing for being hurt, for losing control and for entering the Abundant and Luxurious Unknown.
Being hurt is not a problem; denying myself from falling in
love is death. Been there, done that. I have died to become
the Diva I Am. That aliveness is true love, and only true love is
real luxurious living. The real Diva is the woman who has fallen
deeply, madly in love with herself, her wild and untamed nature,
and loves without a thought for tomorrow.

Journey of the Angels
Hear the full album on YouTube!

I will always fall in love. Always.

Subscribe!
Be notified every time
we post a new video
Ingerid was introduced to Crimson Circle in 2005, about the
same time she was diagnosed with breast cancer. She feels the
materials “saved her life” as she surrendered to the death process and transformation. She can be contacted on Facebook.
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NEW VIDEOS

I fell in love with my cancer, with the sacred and total collapse of my life as I knew it. Rock bottom was a privilege, and
when the storm was over, the Sacred Night undressed the Holy
Morning, slowly revealing my true identity. I had died to be a
Diva. I had fallen in love with my nakedness, my vulnerability,
my newness that allowed raw and naked words to come from
my mouth.

10 YEARS WITH
ADAMUS

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
JUNE 15–16, 2019

16
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A SHAUMBRA GATHERING OF THE EXTRAORDINARY KIND!
It’s hard to imagine that Adamus Saint-Germain has
been guiding us for 10 years! Adamus came in full-time
after Tobias’ departure in July 2009 and has been with us
every step of the way ever since.
We couldn’t pass up the opportunity for a Shaumbra
gathering this summer to celebrate these amazing 10
years with Adamus. We chose Santa Fe, New Mexico for
the location because of its natural beauty and high level
of creative energies. And, well, because Adamus doesn’t
like the makyo of Sedona, Arizona. The gathering will be
held mid-June 2019 and the meeting space will be able
to hold about 300 Shaumbra.
The two-day gathering will feature messages from
Adamus, St. Germain, Kuthumi and some of Adamus’
other Ascended Master buddies. We’ll also have several
new videos including “The Best of Adamus” and “Face
to Face with Adamus.” Plus, we’ll have a humorous and
irreverent “Adamus Roast” and the beautiful music of
Yoham to accompany the channeled sessions.
Saturday night will feature live music with the Jimmy
Stadler Band. The group has performed at three previous Shaumbra events, and it’s always a fun-filled and
dance-filled night.
Registration includes the two-day conference,
plus coffee during the breaks, live dance music with
Jimmy Stadler, and free 90-day access to recordings
from all sessions.
It’s the perfect convergence of energies: Adamus,
Ascended Masters, Santa Fe, and hundreds of Shaumbra
from all around the world. Sign up early because this
event will sell out quickly.

ABOUT ADAMUS
He’s been with us for 10 years and has developed quite
a global reputation. In a recent Facebook poll Shaumbra
described him as:
Spiritual maverick • Provocateur • Spiritual Bad-ass •
The Challenger • Pirate of Consciousness • Outrageous
• Sensual • Cosmic Weather Man • Charismatic • Cavalier
• Kickass Entertainer/Distractor • Uncle Allowing • The

Best Wingman Ever • BS Buster • Classy • Rock Star •
Mr. Awesome • Catalyst • Old Friend • Professor of the
Natural Way • Annoying • Witty • Wisdom Navigator •
Shaumbra Whisperer • Witty Irritator • Inspirational •
Compassionate Companion • Adamus Is Us • Authentic
Guide • Illuminating • Consciousness Mover & Shaker •
and the list goes on and on.
Adamus is a facet of the Ascended Master St. Germain.
He created Adamus to work directly with those Shaumbra
who have chosen to make this their lifetime of Embodied
Realization. His provocative style and profound wisdom
make him one of the most unique spiritual professors/
teachers on the planet.

ABOUT SANTA FE
With a population of 70,000, Santa Fe, which means
Holy Faith in Spanish, is New Mexico’s fourth largest
city. Residents are primarily Hispanic, Anglo and Native
American people.
Situated at 7,000 feet in the foothills of the southern
Rocky Mountains, Santa Fe is the highest and oldest
capital in the U.S. Founded between 1607 and 1610,
it’s America’s second oldest city. In 1912, New Mexico
officially achieved statehood. Today, its unique offerings
of art, culture and ancient traditions make it a worldclass destination, drawing more than 1 million visitors
each year. In 2005, Santa Fe became the first U.S. city
to be chosen by UNESCO as a Creative City, one of
only nine cities in the world to hold this designation.
This creativity is at the heart of the community and is a
core value for most local businesses. Santa Fe is also in
the heart of sacred Native America tribes and energies,
and is known worldwide for it’s Southwest style foods.
The beauty of the surrounding mountain-desert terrain
and the unique lighting make it one of the most photographed and painted places in North America.

REGISTRATION OPENS NOV. 2, 2018
MORE INFO
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MEMORIES
OF BLED

And the Magic of the Masters Gathering

I

couldn’t image a more idyllic setting for the Magic of the Masters gathering than Lake Bled, Slovenia. Adamus had announced that we would be
freeing ourselves from mass consciousness, so the location was important.

Slovenia, a small country of just 2 million people, is nestled between Italy,
Hungary, Croatia and Austria. Bled is about an hour’s drive north of the capital city, Ljubljana. It’s perfect for our type of event because it’s surrounded by
nature, the town is small, yet there are plenty of hotels and restaurants all
within walking distance. What’s also unique is that Bled has a large festival hall
that seats 500 people, complete with a large stage, tech booth, and professional lighting and sound equipment. Linda and I have traveled around the
world and rarely see this type of ideal combination.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

18
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Although we’d previously been to Bled three times in the past, we’d
always used hotel meeting rooms because the group size was limited to
less than 100. We’d actually never been inside the Festival Hall until the day

after we arrived. As luck would have it the hall had been
remodeled the year before, replacing what we heard
was a rather dreary space with one that felt warm and
comfortable, with great upholstered seating and a feeling of freshness throughout.
The past few years we’d done larger European events
in Munich and Sibiu, Romania, but we needed a bigger venue because we couldn’t accommodate all of the
Shaumbra who wanted to attend in the past. Bled was
perfect, being at the crossroads of Europe, having a
venue for 500 people, reasonable prices, all surrounded
by the stunning beauty of nature. Our only problem
was that most of the hotels were already booked full,
but Shaumbra were very resourceful in finding B&B’s,
Airbnb’s, pensions and campgrounds.
Linda and I got to Bled a few days early, after two
incredible weeks in Tuscany. We planned to go to Ikea in
Ljubljana to get furnishings for the stage (chairs, tables,
rug, etc.) but found out that it didn’t open until mid2019! No problem. Instead we drove to Ikea in Austria.
It was the perfect autumn day to take a drive through
the Austrian countryside. Over the next few days we felt
the energy of Bled change as Shaumbra arrived from 40
countries around the world. This set a record for countries
represented, passing the Quantum Leap event in 2007
with 36 countries. The funny thing is that we could tell
who was Shaumbra and who wasn’t as we walked along
the streets of Bled and on the nearby walking paths.
There’s just an unmistakable look about Shaumbra. They
appear more aware and lighter than other people.
Set-up day is usually stressful. There’s a lot of equipment that needs to be wired, set up and tested. This year
we also had several documentary films to test, plus the
stage lighting, music equipment, registration and food
areas, etc. This time, the set-up was nearly perfect and
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much, much less stressful than usual. Linda and I were actually able to leave
the hall by 4 PM instead of the usual 8 or 9 PM.
I was disappointed that the weather forecast called for rain all weekend. It
would make it more challenging for Shaumbra to get to the Festival Hall, plus
diminish some of the natural beauty of the Bled area. Yes, as if by magic, the
weather was good with the exception of rain on Saturday night, when it didn’t
interfere with our day-time gathering.
We got to the hall about 8 AM Saturday morning for a 10 AM starting time.
Shaumbra were already lining up to register and get good seats, and the
energy and excitement levels were over the top! It was beautiful to watch as
Shaumbra reunited with other Shaumbra they hadn’t seen in years. The number of hugs was off the charts that morning, and there was an enthusiastic
stampede when the doors to the auditorium opened at 9:30 AM.
Back in our green room (prep room) Linda and I sat quietly and
breathed. We were both happy-nervous, meaning that we were
excited about the next two days but also nervous because standing in front of 500 amazing Masters will do that to you. At 10 AM
sharp, Yoham & Friends took to the stage for the opening song
after a thunderous round of applause from the excited audience.
Wulfing von Rohr welcomed the attendees, and talked briefly
about what makes Shaumbra different than any other spiritual
group he has encountered over the years.
Next, Wulfing introduced Linda and me. I’ll never forget that
moment of walking out on stage. There were 500 people in the
audience yet everything felt so warm and intimate. It felt like
being amongst dear friends rather than being in a large auditorium. Everything went into slow motion for me. My eyes searched
the audience and I saw faces that I’ve known for years, faces
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of people that had gone through so many challenges
in their lives but yet were now smiling and looking
younger, and faces of true Masters. I keep playing that
image over and over in my mind because the room was
filled with so much love, spirit and joy, the likes of which
I’ve never seen. The cheering and celebration seemed
to last forever, until we finally had to motion to everyone
to take their seats in order to start the program.
The day went by in a blur. Wulfing von Rohr gave
an excellent talk about the journey of Shaumbra over
the years, from his perspective as someone who does
a lot of work with spiritual groups all around Europe,
as well as being a publisher’s agent for a long list of
spiritual authors. Next came the team of Jonathan Kray,
Sandra Roggerman and Jorge Andrade to present the trailer for
their upcoming film, Rude Awakening. The film is about the rough
side of spiritual awakening as well as the fulfillment of mastery.
The trailer was insightful, humorous, fast-paced and extremely
well produced. This was the world-premiere of the documentary
trailer, and Jonathan, Sandra and Jorge stood off screen as the
audience watched, not knowing what kind of reaction they would
get. Their concerns were soon washed away as the audience
gave a huge standing ovation even before the preview ended.
(Rude Awakening is scheduled for release in late 2019.)
Next on the schedule: The Beloved St. Germain. I was a little
surprised and unsettled when it was actually Adamus who started
speaking. He explained that he just couldn’t help himself because
Adamus is all of us, a facet of St. Germain created specifically to
work with Shaumbra from awakening to mastery. After a while he
turned over the stage to St. Germain, who led us on a deep and
touching DreamWalk to the temples of Tien in Atlantis to collect our aspects that were still holding the dream for the time of
Realization. Yoham accompanied the DreamWalk with music that
enhanced the energy and the experience.
After lunch came the channel I was most anxious and nervous
about. Sam. I had never channeled Sam and wasn’t sure what
to expect. Would it sound and feel like Tobias? Linda did the
breathing into the channel, followed by the music of Yoham. The
auditorium was absolutely silent in anticipation as the music came
to an end. I always tell people who want to channel that the first
words out of your mouth are the hardest, but in this case a gentle
and loving presence swept over me as Sam came in. I didn’t need to “find”
him or his voice. He was right there. I was a little surprised that it wasn’t at
all like Tobias… not the energy and not the voice. Sam’s energy was silky,
golden, “round” and clear. I felt more compassion coming from him to the
audience than I’ve felt in a long time. I think it’s because he’s walking in our
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shoes, in our current era, and therefore he has a deep understanding of our
day-to-day lives.
At one point I thought Sam felt “monotone,” meaning there was very little
expression or variance in his voice, but then I realized that he didn’t need to
be a showman because so much more was coming from his energy. I felt him
wrapping up his message and thinking that only 30 minutes had passed, but
realized later that he talked for nearly an hour. After the channel I could barely
function; Gerhard Fankhauser had to escort me back to my hotel a few blocks
away, which is kind of like the blind leading the blind because he was also
dazed from doing the musical accompaniment.
The Divine Joy Theatre topped off the first day with their original production of “To Be or Not to Be – In A Relationship.” They had the audience
laughing and contemplating as the nine Shaumbra cast members entertained
everyone after an amazing first day of the conference.
The next day started with a well-received presentation from Birgit Junker,
the German Shaumbra website host. She talked about going beyond our
comfort levels, a subject that rang a bell with everyone in the audience. She
offered insightful examples from her own life, ranging from humorous to
nearly-frightening stories. In the end she reminded us that this is what we
came here for, to go beyond the limits and comforts of mass consciousness.
No matter what, she noted, we simply can’t go back now, so might as well
take a dive into the New.
Then it was time to preview the second film that was being premiered at
the Bled event. Nikki Williams has been working on Time of the Sixth Sun for
nearly 10 years. The film is finally finished and will be released in just a few
months. Our dear Tobias narrates the film, based on a private channel he did
for Nikki just one week before his departure in 2009. The film’s visuals are
stunning, the message is incredibly appropriate for those coming into awakening, and Shaumbra could feel how their journey had been captured in
a documentary that is sure to be viewed by hundreds of thousands – or
perhaps millions – of people around the world.
Kuthumi – dear sweet Kuthumi – was next to take the stage. He
started with his traditional “Namaste, NAAAAMASTEEEE” greeting
as the entire audience erupted in their loud “Namaste!” reply. After
a few opening jokes and humorous comments, he launched into a
poignant story about another of his encounters with his higher Self,
Ah-Ki-Rah. At the end of his beautiful and wise message, he starting
singing, “Ha ha ha, Ah-Ki-Rah” and soon the entire audience joined
in, along with the music from Yoham. It was one of those “I’ll always
remember this” moments.
After lunch, Adamus came back to the stage for our final experience
of the event. It was time to go beyond mass consciousness. He said
this event was a milestone, right up there with the Quantum Leap (2007) and
Tobias’ Departure (2009) in terms of shifting consciousness. He talked about
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what we were really doing on the planet in this lifetime, and
reminded us to “allow” rather than to effort or struggle. Then,
with the music of Yoham, we started to release mass consciousness. Time and space became distorted. The auditorium felt like
it was swirling. I was channeling Adamus and Shaumbra, but I
was also getting images from my own life, past and future. One
moment I felt like I was covered with heavy weights, and the
next moment I felt like I was free of everything. It was hard to tell
how long this lasted, and I don’t even remember the words, but
something happened in that room that day. I dare not to even try
to describe it because it is too precious, even three weeks after
the event. I only remember Adamus inviting the audience to
tone our way out of mass consciousness. The tones of Shaumbra
were everywhere; in the air, in my heart, in the past and future, in
the 3D and other realms all at the same time. The entire experience of being the channeler and being an observer was surreal,
other-worldly and sublime.
After Adamus thanked the audience – those there in person
and those present energetically – Yoham played upbeat and
dynamic music for the next 30 minutes while the audience
danced on stage, in the aisles, even standing on their chairs. It
was time for celebration, and time to acknowledge what we’ve
done on earth in this lifetime.
Three weeks later I’m still floating in the energy. I hope it
doesn’t ever fade away because the Magic of the Masters gathering was one of the most memorable and moving of all of
Shaumbra events to date. I struggled to even write the words of
this article because they simply don’t do justice to the beauty of
the event. I invite you to simply feel into the energies of what happened in
Bled, Slovenia in early October 2018 with 500 Shaumbra from 40 countries. It
was the magic of the Masters.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE
TRANSLATIONS
CRIMSON
CIRCLE

T R AN S L ATIONS
Committed to Excellence

When English is not your first – or second or third – language, having translations of the messages from Adamus
and Tobias can be a huge benefit. Thanks to dozens of
dedicated translation teams around the world, a vast
number of channels and presentations are available in
more than 20 languages. With the unique global nature
of the Shaumbra family, we wanted to share a glimpse
into the somewhat complex process of making these
translations available.
As soon as a new Cloud Class or download product
is launched, we create a special “translation document” with all the necessary pieces, including the item
description, publishing information, YouTube captions
and of course the channeled material. We inform the
translation teams when it is ready, and they let us
know when they can begin the work. Since it is done
on a volunteer (unpaid) basis, and team members have
other commitments in their busy lives, we always honor
their schedules.
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The translation process itself may go fairly quickly for a
shorter product, or it may take several weeks when there
are multiple sessions. Translation teams consist of one
or more translators and reviewers in order to ensure the
quality of the end product.
When the translation has been returned, it is formatted into a standardized PDF or e-reader file. This is then
uploaded and connected to the download or Cloud Class
systems, and then finally added to the store page where
you may order it.
A few things to know about translations:
1. ENGLISH – The English audio and text (and
video if applicable) is always included with
each language option
2. ANNOUNCEMENTS – Crimson Circle sends
country-based “translation blasters” twice a year
to inform Shaumbra of the available translations

3. TEACHER CLASSES – Advanced Studies
classes, such as the Sexual Energies School,
Aspectology, DreamWalker Death and others,
require an extensive amount of work; not only
are the channels translated, but also hundreds
of pages of supporting class materials, student handouts, etc., as well as many hours of
video subtitling
4. BOOKS – Book translations and publishing
rights are handled exclusively through Random
House in Europe
5. POLICY – To see the official Crimson Circle
policy on translations, please click here
6. EXCELLENCE – We take to heart Adamus’
words, “Do it well,” and strive to provide the
best quality products at every step. If you
have questions about translations, please
send an email

ORDERING
Here’s how to find all the available translations in
your language:
• Go to the main Crimson Circle website and
click Enter
• Click “MORE” at the top of the page, then
click on the “International” icon
• Select your language and see every item
that’s currently available
• OR CLICK HERE to see a PDF list of every
available translation (updated monthly)

GRATITUDE
Crimson Circle and thousands of Shaumbra around
the world owe a huge debt of appreciation to the hardworking translation teams who work to make these
life-changing materials available. They labor behind the
scenes with no compensation or accolades, never knowing how many souls are touched by their dedicated work.
Dear translation teams, thank you!
The Crimson Circle staff
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or from the date
of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available. We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

(click titles for more info)

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic

• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!

• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita

• Consciousness Revolution

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Theater

• New Earth Update

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2016

• DreamWalker® Death Transitions

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost 2017

• Freedom… Now What?

• ProGnost 2017 UPDATE

• Magic of the Masters

• ProGnost 2018

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• ProGnost 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• The Simple Master

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo

• Wound of Adam

MAGIC OF THE MASTERS

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $44
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
HEAR EXCERPTS
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NEW!

When 500 Shaumbra Masters gather in one place,
something big is bound to happen! During this event
in Bled, Slovenia, Adamus guided a DreamWalk to the
Temples of Tien, Sam (the new incarnation of Tobias’
oversoul) shared about living as a young Master on
Earth, and Kuthumi told a loving and humorous story
of communing with his soul. With guidance from
Adamus, Shaumbra rose above the gravity of mass
consciousness, which means you no longer have to
be affected by the thoughts, emotions, memories and
beliefs of others.
According to these Masters, Shaumbra have come so
far in allowing their Realization that there is now no
going back, even if you tried. You can commune with
the energies, allow them to serve you, and no longer
store your own thoughts and dreams in the mass consciousness cloud.

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE MASTER’S LIFE 8 – NOVA VITA

NEW!

This is the time of your New Life in embodied
Realization, of living within your creation. It is a time
of convergence – gathering and integrating past
lives, honoring all you have experienced, and allowing your wisdom. The crystalline disc within will naturally bring the fulfillment of your ancient Atlantean
Dream. Allow yourself to experience it fully, now
consciously choosing the attributes of your New Life.
Broadcast start: Now playing
Cost: $145 (through December 14,
2018, $195 thereafter)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

This process is unlike anything previously experienced on Earth, even by other Ascended Masters.
They are watching the unfolding of this movement
within you and reporting back to your angelic
families. There is movement of energy in the
other realms, something very different than before.
Energy is changing, becoming freer and more tailored to each individual, and supporting your conscious creation.

PROGNOST 2018 UPDATE

NEW

Gaia. She has brought life and balance to Planet
Earth for eons of time, helping to create this beautiful place of experience on behalf of the Order of the
Arc in an epic act of co-creation.

Broadcast: Now playing
Cost: $66
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL

Now, she’s leaving, because humans are ready
to take responsibility for Earth. In ProGnost 2018
Adamus talks about TechGRIN (Genology, Robotics,
Artificial Intelligence and Nanotechnology), and in
this Update he discusses TechGREEN – Gaia, the
Realms, Energy, Earth (terra), and Nature.
As everything changes in this Time of Machines, it
becomes more important than ever to expand our
own consciousness and allow the Free Energy body
to integrate with our biology.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products. To leave your own feedback on any class or product, simply go
to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

FEW WORDS TO DESCRIBE THIS

THE ULTIMATE

Master’s Life 8 – Nova Vita was once again a huge
stair step into awareness. This class was more about
the energetics than it was about the words.

This is the best of the best! What a gift! Of all the
series, this is the one my little human wishes it could
hold on to forever, not just for content but for the
entire production.

The merabhs were very profound. I felt myself drop
more deeply into Me and it is hard to put my experience into words.
I felt this class bypassed my mind and took me into a
feeling sensation. I felt some old patterns rise up and
leave in the weeks following the class, but I still don’t
know what they were about. I don’t need to know.
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It’s like the most magnificent waterfall – the music would
be the sounds and the material would be life sustaining,
energy-bringing waters of truth, light and life.
Can you tell how deep this is my truth integrated? No
need to hold on, it’s all interred.

What I sense within me now is a column of light. I
know I simply need to allow it. No further understanding is required.

Thank you, dear and beloved St. Germain, dearest
Geoffrey and the beautiful Linda and also to the grand
and devoted CC staff. The Joy is truly in the journey just
walking with you all.

~ JD

~ YP
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CRITICS CORNER
PRECIOUS BALM
Simply perfect. Just now, for these intense times we are
living. SO good, so balmy. Thank you!
~ MC

LETTING ENERGY SERVE YOU

I ALLOWED
Just in time, when I began to feel really stuck and had
severe breathing issues – beginning during the night
and even during the day – came this beautiful new
Series of the Master´s Pause. I needed it and I know it
came because I allowed energies to serve me.
~ PS

PURE BEAUTY
A delight to feel this new relationship with my biology –
this new respect, this new trust in its intelligence. And
the longing for its friendship with the free energy body
being fulfilled, gradually acknowledging each other.
~M

DON’T MISS THIS ONE!
Once again, we have taken a giant step forward. Words
do cannot adequately express this phenomenal and
moving experience.
~J

I Am Cleansing, a time to just stop and let everything
catch up, rebalance. My experience with the material
was about a little more information to understand life
on Earth and the experience to start actually allowing
energy to serve me. For me it was like a new level of
Standard Technology, only this time with more ease
and grace, just by allowing. And I already perceived
the shifts and the releases with grace, just allowing my
body to do what it knows best to do.
The quality of video is extraordinary and a really good
safe space for the experience, even as a download,
and it is a very personal experience. Many thanks to
Geoffrey, Linda, Adamus and the CC Staff for the great
safe space that we are invited into and the great gift of
awareness that comes with this material.
~ FM

A NEW RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR BODY
Taking a pause every now and then, isn’t that exactly what most of us need? So much is going on in the
world, in our lives, not to mention the whole integration
of the Master, The I Am and the Human that it at times
seems overwhelming.
While I was listening to this the first time, I was going deep
within – and fell asleep. It’s difficult to put into words what
happened, but something changed. This is really something I will listen to over and over, when I need to cleanse.
I would also like to mention the graphic. It’s an amazing intro and so is the pictures on the screen when the
cleansing process is going on.
~ AMA
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i

CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

HOW TO FIND CRIMSON CIRCLE PHOTO ALBUM
One of the best things about connecting with Shaumbra around the world is literally seeing each other – the beautiful
faces, the light in the eyes, the general glow of remembering Masters. Many of these encounters are captured and
shared in the Crimson Circle Photo albums, and whether you want to revisit the joyful moments of a recent gathering
or simply feel the Shaumbra magic, you are welcome to visit the albums at any time. Here’s how:

Go to the Crimson Circle website and click on the More
menu. Then select the Community icon.

On the Community page click on the Crimson Circle
Photo Album.

On the next page you can browse through the various categories that include the monthly Shouds, live events around
the world, and the Shaumbra Family. If you would like to add your photo to the Shaumbra Family album, you can send
it to photos@crimsoncircle.com. Just look at all the smiles!
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

TML 6 – No More!

BG, CZ, DE, ES, FI,
FR, IT, JP, LV, NO, PL,
PT, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML7 – I Am Creation

BG, CZ, DE, ES, FR,
HU, IT, JP, LV, NO, PL,
PT, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML 8 – Nova Vita

DE, JP, NO, PT

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

ProGnost 2018
UPDATE –
Goodbye Gaia

CZ, DE, FR, IT, LV, NO,
PL, PT, RU

MORE
INFO

THE
MASTER’S
PAUSE

I Am Cleansing

CZ, DE, JP, PL

MORE
INFO

FREE

Silent Prayer

DE, ES, FR, GR, HU,
LV, NL, PL, PT, RO, UK

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
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By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

THE

I

recently had the profound joy of attending the Magic of the Masters event
in Bled, Slovenia, part of a two-week-holiday gift to myself. In addition to
the incredible event itself, the entire adventure was an experience of such
synchronicity that I could only marvel at the constantly unfolding perfection.
Even when something didn’t appear to be working out, it actually was; I just
hadn’t yet realized exactly how. Even when my human self was tired and sore,
I was still having a blast! It felt like there was a Master Choreographer working behind the scenes, scripting countless little moments, adventures and
surprises, making me feel like part of a beautifully orchestrated production.
All I had to do was watch for The Nudge – my cue to act.
It began months before the event when one day I suddenly knew it was
time to book my lodging. It had to be done eventually, but all at once there
was The Nudge, a clear inspiration to take action. A quick online search
led me to a delightful little room in Bled, just a few minutes’ walk from
the meeting hall and with the most charming hosts (who would eventually
welcome me for an extra night at no charge!).

NUDG

Now, how to get there? Buying the airline tickets was another adventure
in trustful non-planning. Every evening I would look at options, but nothing
ever felt quite right. The Nudge didn’t nudge me for a long time and practical me began to worry. However, after several weeks, my itinerary finally
took shape, surprisingly in two parts. It would be several days in Slovenia
embedded in the middle of a trip to London, where I would have a few
days to explore the city. I suppose waiting till nearly the last minute to
finalize such big plans might seem a tad irresponsible. On the other hand,
waiting for The Nudge meant it worked out perfectly... always!

E

And things just kept working out. When the late-evening flight from
London to Ljubljana was delayed, I texted the friend who would be picking
me up, letting her know. Arriving in the middle of the night, I turned on my
phone to receive a text that she had been delayed as well. While looking
for a comfortable spot to wait, two minutes later came another notification
– “I’m here!” Her, driving several hours from Venice; me, flying over from
London, both with detours and delays along the way, and we arrived at the
very same time! As if it had been perfectly choreographed.
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The next day I walked around beautiful Lake Bled. The weather was so
perfect it felt like I was in a postcard. Or maybe wandering through a magical painting. The energies, the land, the beauty – it was all amazing. Coming
around a corner on the far end of the lake, I suddenly felt like I had walked
into a memory. Right over there, next to that wall, I sensed someone had been
awaiting my arrival. An important meeting… perhaps requesting admittance

to the local Mystery School? Perhaps guidance sought for a life decision?
Whatever the purpose, the Master who met me there had left an indelible
imprint, and for a moment I felt converging timelines.
Walking on, I wondered, “Was that real? Did St. Germain really meet me in
that spot all those centuries ago? Was I just making it up?” Then another possibility presented itself: “What if the very act of remembering the encounter
made it real? What if my simple perception is the shimmer of consciousness
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that literally brings something into reality?” I’m still pondering that idea,
observing how my perceptions paint my reality, how timelines and Time itself
is not quite what I presumed…
A little further on I found a bench
and sat down to enjoy the spectacular view. Moments later, two
dear friends I hadn’t seen for years
came around the corner and we
talked happily for a while. Then it was
time to move on, and sure enough,
around the next corner were a couple
more Shaumbra inviting me to join
them. What fun it was to share these
magic moments, as if every spot in
the day’s schedule had been filled
in like a musical note, each knowing
when to rest and when to play, ever
following conductor’s Nudge. As the
conversation drew to a close, along
came yet another friend, neither of
us knowing the other would be at the
event, yet both seeking the opportunity to discuss a mutual project. More
gasps of delight as we marveled at
the synchronicities.
The next two days were filled with celebration. I followed The Nudge to a
different seat for each session, and the results were as if the Master Concierge
had put great care into each seating arrangement. Countless moments of
magic, laughter and joy in a roomful of 500 Masters – the Choreographer was
at the top of her game!
Then it was time to arrange the next adventure: a few precious days at
Amir’s enchanted Music Farm, just a few hours away. Saturday and Sunday
were filled with Shaumbra, channels, music and celebration, so it was
Monday when I started looking at train tickets for Tuesday. I found a pretty
good route and was ready to click “Purchase” when I realized The Nudge
wasn’t there. A little perplexed but trusting the flow, I decided to wait till
morning. Except when I went to buy the ticket then, it had tripled in price!
Hello, doubt and frustration – “Did I mess up? Miss a signal? Where’s that
damn Nudge now?” I took a couple deep breaths, and suddenly another
idea popped in, one dismissed months before as too complicated: what
about renting a car instead of going by train? A quick search, and within
minutes I had rented 5 days of freedom at the exact same price as the original non-tripled, one-way train ticket! The Nudge is simply never wrong! How
is that possible? (I do confess that my human wishes The Nudge would give
just a little more information once in a while.)
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A couple of blissful days at the Music Farm, followed by a few happy days
with my brother and his new Slovenian family, and it was time to turn for
home. Back in London, a lovely time at another friend’s beautiful home, and
a day exploring the city. Among other things, I was hoping to visit an antique
shop just for fun, but she didn’t know of any in the area, so I let it go. We
walked around London, peered past the guards at 10 Downing Street, had
fish & chips in a real English pub, and toured Westminster Abbey.
Side note: If you ever want to feel some heavy-duty energies, spend an hour
or so in Westminster Abbey. Not only are more than 3,000 famous people
buried there, it has been a focal point for every sort of human passion – love
and hate, victory and defeat, faith and denial, celebration and mourning, on
and on – for nearly one thousand years! The air was thick with old energies,
emotions, tears, promises and hopes. Sometimes I could hardly breathe.
Anyway, in the afternoon we were getting tired and decided to take the
bus back home, but maybe stop for coffee along the way. A couple options
appeared – “Do you want to go here?” she would ask – but nothing felt like The
Nudge. Then all at once, “Oh! Let’s go here! It’s a lovely little place.” Now that
sounded like The Nudge! We jumped off the bus – and found ourselves smack
in front of an antique shop! Hooting with laughter, we knew the Choreographer
had struck again. (And yes, I found exactly what I was looking for.)

YOU CAN TRUST THE
CHOREOGRAPHER
OF YOUR LIFE, EVEN IF
YOU’RE NOT SURE
WHO IT REALLY IS.

I could tell so many, many stories of these amazing synchronicities, not only
during my two weeks away, but in every part of life these
days. I’ve come to have implicit trust in the Choreographer
and her Nudges. That doesn’t mean it’s always easy, or that
doubt doesn’t come in, or that everything just falls from the
sky into my arms. As Geoff shared in his article, trying to
navigate through mass consciousness can be pretty bumpy
at times. But that doesn’t change the fact that when we
allow the energies to serve, things DO work out perfectly.
Always! It’s hard to explain exactly how, and someone who
isn’t quite ready is going to bring up all sorts of examples
to challenge life’s perfection. But it IS perfect. Always. The
Choreographer is truly a Master at her craft. Or is it the
Painter exploring her canvas of perfection?
The point is, you CAN trust the Choreographer of your
life, even if you’re not sure who it really is. Things may
not make sense at any given moment, but eventually they
always will – if you’re open to it. In fact, inviting the Master into your life makes
the wisdom, the “sense,” almost immediately apparent. And then it grows.
Trusting one quiet little Nudge makes the next a little clearer, and the next
and the next; the fear begins to wane, and life becomes an epic adventure to
explore rather than a confusing landscape to survive. In fact, instead of following my nose, lately I’ve been following my knows – and it’s way more fun!
I know that more and more of you, Shaumbra, are living this for yourselves. I
hear so many marveling at synchronicity that borders on magic, at the beauti-
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ful complex tapestry that unfolds with ease and simplicity. Yes, sometimes it’s
hard. Sometimes aspects still jump up. The human self can get annoyed at the
constant change of plans. But if we just let ourselves be moved by the nudges
and music of life, even the dissonant notes bring beauty.
Then the question comes: How to trust? How to let go? How to feel The
Nudges? Ah, one of the best things we heard in Bled was from Sam: “Take
a deep breath and commune.” Open up, feel the energies dancing, singing,
moving, flowing. Let them show you how they’re serving, where they’re stuck,
how they sparkle in delight at your awareness. Let your imagination play with
them, listen to them, feel them as they respond to you. The more you play,
the easier it becomes. The more you trust, the more you’ll see evidence of
perfection. The more you open, the more space there is for the magic.
This – right here, right now – is why we’re here! It’s not coming later. There’s
nothing to wait for. The time to live – to engage in life, dance the dance, swim in
the colors – is right now! Don’t wait for things to get better first; do it now, with
however life is for you today. Because when you are present within your creation,
everything, everything, everything responds. The energies sing, life comes to
life, and the Master Choreographer/Composer/Conceirge joins in the dance.

GRATITUDE
We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle Angels for your unfailing
energetic and financial support. Without you, we would not be able to make this
extensive library of material available to conscious and aware humans around the
world. Your support means everything!
In grateful appreciation to all Crimson Circle Angels from around the world.

The Crimson Circle Staff
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY
SCHOOL

®

November 2–4, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer
Language: German
November 9–11, 2018
Belt–Schutsloot, Netherlands
Joep Claessens
Language: English

DreamWalker™
Death Transitions

January 11–13, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

November 2–4, 2018
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer
Language: German

January 25–27, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

November 9–11, 2018
Sacramento, United States
Iwona Wirkus
Language: English

November 2–4, 2018
Adelaide, Australia
Margaret Wild
Language: English

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

November 9–11, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

November 16–18, 2018
Besch–Perl, Germany
Petra Glaser
Language: German

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS
November 30 – December 2, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Portuguese
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CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

December 7–9, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German
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November 7–9, 2018
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
Language: Finnish
November 9–11, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
Language: Romanian

November 2–4, 2018
Nuland, Netherlands
Irene Berger
Language: English

November 22–24, 2018
Besch–Perl, Germany
Petra Glaser
Language: German

November 2–4, 2018
Colombare di Sirmione, Italy
Giuseppina Villa
Language: Italian

December 7–9, 2018
Belt–Schutsloot, Netherlands
Joep Claessens
Language: English

November 27–29, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Portuguese

January 25–27, 2019
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs
Language: German

January 4–6, 2019
Syke, Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer
Language: German

February 8–10, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

Discovering
Your Passion

November 9–11, 2018
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Karin Hoyer
Language: German

November 17–18, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer
Language: German

November 16–18, 2018
Athens, Greece
Maria Grigoraki
Language: Greek

November 9–11, 2018
Nuland, Netherlands
Irene Berger
Language: English

December 8–9, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

November 16–18, 2018
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

November 23–25, 2018
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol
Language: Romanian

November 23–25, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea
Language: Romanian

January 18–20, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

November 23–25, 2018
Kiev, Ukraine
Liliia Kiselova
Language: Russian

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZE™

November 15–18, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German
January 10–13, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

November 1–3, 2018
Saint Victor sur Ouche, France
Jean–Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova
Language: French
November 2–4, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas
Language: Hungarian

November 24–26, 2018
Madrid, Spain
Denise Nicolau
Language: Spanish
November 30 – December 2, 2018
Louisville, Colorado (ONLINE)
Geoffrey Hoppe and Linda Benyo Hoppe
Language: English
January 4–6, 2019
Belt–Schutsloot, Netherlands
Joep Claessens
Language: English

November 9–11, 2018
Tugun, Australia
Leanne Woodbury and Sharon Keith
Language: English
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